The Effects of Diversification Activities on the Technical Efficiency of Organic Farms in Switzerland, Austria, and Southern Germany
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Abstract: The diversification of farms can be a result of multifunctional farming, however, in some cases at the cost of lower farm efficiency. In our paper we investigate the influence of para-agricultural diversification on productivity and the technical efficiency of organic farms in Austria, Switzerland, and Southern Germany. We show the benefits and drawbacks of diversification for organic farms, which go beyond the core agricultural production (para-agriculture). We do this by estimating a Stochastic Frontier (SF) combined with a metafrontier model. The data-set consists of bookkeeping data with 1704 observations in the years 2003 to 2005. Para-agricultural diversification activities have a significant effect on both productivity and technical efficiency of organic farms: The farm output in Austria and Switzerland is positively influenced by diversification, whereas we observe a rather small effect in Southern Germany. On the other hand, diversification can reduce farms’ technical efficiency, as it is the case in Switzerland and Germany. Furthermore, our study confirms previous results that agricultural subsidies significantly influence the technical efficiency of organic farms. We also show expected changes of input use driven by increased farm diversification.
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1. Introduction

European agriculture is in major parts shaped by ‘multifunctional farming’ [1]. Multifunctional farming is of particular importance in regions with marginal production potential. The Alpine region is a prominent example with its extensive and often low-productive grassland use. But the relevance of multifunctional farming does not only depend on site condition, but also on farming systems. The literature highlights especially organic farming and its relevance as an example for [2] sustainable farming systems for multifunctionality. An important characteristic of multifunctional farming is the diversification of farms’ economic activities [3]. Some activities, which do not belong to the core agricultural production but also employ farm resources like machinery, are of importance, since they allow farmers to explore new sources of income and, by spreading price and production risk upon different activities, to avoid a complete dependence on agricultural production. In Switzerland, such diversification activities are described with the term ‘para-agriculture’ and encompass direct
marketing, rural tourism, and landscape maintenance [4,5]. Para-agricultural activities are of significant relevance in Switzerland, where they represent 4.4% of the total agricultural production value [6]. Flubacher [7] shows that organic dairy farms in Switzerland have a significantly higher engagement in para agriculture in comparison to conventional dairy farming. A labor-record in Switzerland documents that this trend on organic farms is also reflected in a significantly higher share of working time spent on para-agriculture [8]. However, para-agricultural activities are not only of relevance in Switzerland, but also in Austria and, to a smaller extent, in Germany. For instance, Recke, et al. [9] emphasize the importance of direct marketing for German agriculture, in particular with regard to organic farms.

A literature analysis reveals that the economic effects of diversification activities are broadly analyzed. Authors often apply statistical models, namely different kinds of regression models [10–16]. Propensity score matching is used as well [17]. Also the variety of research questions is broad: researchers investigate the impact of diversification on growth rates [12], risk reduction [10–12], farm assets [15], profits [16,17], and job generation [13]. Furthermore, Chavas and Di Falco [18] investigate the relation between risk and diversification by means of a stochastic production function [18]. Despite the broad research activities in the field, there are still open research questions. Current analysis mostly concentrates on individual countries and do not apply cross-country models. Furthermore, the literature review also reveals that the impact of diversification on farms’ technical efficiency is only analyzed for the case of Swiss agriculture see [5,19].

Organic farming is often discussed in the literature as a sustainable farming system [2], showing a higher degree of diversification [20]. The objective of our paper is to estimate the influence of agricultural diversification on technical efficiency of organic grassland farms in the Alpine region. By means of an efficiency analysis, we can also model the interaction between the core agricultural production and the diversification of farms. We apply a cross-country model, considering Austria, Switzerland, and Southern Germany. Since diversification activities are of particular importance for organic agriculture, we focus our analysis on organic farms. Farm diversification can occur within the core agricultural production or can go beyond core production. In this study, we investigate diversification activities going beyond the core agricultural production and describe them with the term para-agriculture. However, in contrast to the Swiss definition of para-agriculture, we widen the definition and additionally include farms’ forest activities.

The manner and extent of para-agricultural diversification activities are influenced by factors such as natural site conditions, farm sizes, and farming systems [21–25]. Furthermore, agricultural policies significantly influence these types of activities. In the case of Austria, Switzerland, and Southern Germany, the impact of policy is of special importance, since policy is fundamentally steering in all three regions the conditions for organic farming [26]. The impact of policy is of general relevance in our study, since Switzerland does not belong to the European Union (EU) and has developed a fundamentally different political framework in comparison to Austria and Germany. Thus, in order to understand the economic effects of para-agriculture, it is necessary to properly consider in our cross-country analysis the respective policy situations. We do this by setting up three country-specific models, which we connect in a second step with a metafrontier approach.

2. Background

2.1. Literature on Economic Effects of Farm Diversification

Due to the flexible character of the term ‘diversification’ [27] we find different types of diversification in the literature. Most studies interpret diversification as the development of alternative income-earning opportunities for a farmer’s household. The relation between agri-tourism, as one example of diversification beyond core agricultural production, and its effect on off-farm employment, has been the subject of several studies [16,17]. Katchova [14] concentrates on production-related diversification activities and subdivides her sample into livestock and crop diversifying farms,
commodity diversifying farms, as well as specialized farms. Furthermore, the literature shows that studies also vary with regard to methodical approaches applied to the estimated economic effects of diversification. However, most studies apply various kinds of regression models: multiple regression models [14], random- and fixed-effect models [12], three-stage least squares regression models [10], and multinomial logit regression models [11,13,15,16] are all used. Furthermore, the methods of both propensity score matching [17] and stochastic production functions are utilized [18].

The studies show that diversification activities are of significant economic relevance. However, modelling results and impacts show high variation between the types of diversification, as well as analyzed farm groups. Weiss and Thiele [12] could prove increased growth rates for German farms if the type of the diversification is closely connected to the farm products. In contrast to this, they find decreasing growth rates from diversification into unconnected products. They also show a reduced risk of income losses based on both diversification strategies [12]. Similar results are found by analyzing farms in the United States [10,11]. Barnes, Hansson, Manevska, Shrestha, and Thomson [15] investigate the structure of farm assets of farms in Sweden and Scotland, and conclude that diversification in both off- and on-farm activities results in a higher viability of farms. Similarly, Katchova [14] finds that farms with a high degree of diversification accumulate fewer assets than more specialized farms. She draws two main conclusions: firstly, diversified farms show lower efficiency because these farms support less-profitable activities by cross-subsidizing them with more profitable activities, or because they accept lower profits in return for risk reduction; secondly, diversified farms are more efficient when farm assets are considered as input factors [14]. In particular, agri-tourism maintains high profits on smaller farms. Furthermore, small farmers are able to increase their household income through off-farm employment [16,17,24]. Chavas and Di Falco [18] show that diversification may help to reduce risk in Ethiopian agriculture, but there are also economic trade-offs between diversification and specialization. Despite financial support by the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), Chaplin et al. [13] finds relatively small levels of diversification activities in the Czech Republic, Hungary, and Poland, and as a result, the diversification will not reduce rural unemployment [13].

2.2. Agricultural Policies in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland

Switzerland, Austria, and Germany follow distinct agricultural policies: Even though German and Austrian agricultural policies differ in the details, both are embedded in the framework of the EU’s CAP. In contrast to this, the agricultural policy of Switzerland is determined only by its national decision maker. During the last 25 years, both Switzerland and the EU have completed a series of reforms: the EU has liberalized their markets and policies by replacing price support with coupled and (after 2005) decoupled direct payments [28]; Switzerland already implemented such decoupled payments in 1993 [29]. Therefore, the type of direct payments differs during the period of investigation (2003/04 to 2005/06). The main details of the respective agricultural policies and their contributions to organic agriculture are as follows:

In Germany, direct payments play a major role. The coupled payments were provided as per-hectare payments for oil-seeds, grains, maize, protein-crops, flax, for set-asides in the crop-sector, and as per-animal slaughter premiums for cows, bulls, calves, suckler cows, sheep and goats [30]. Recent studies show that these coupled payments did influence farmers’ decisions on production planning, input intensities and technical efficiency [31–33]. Besides the direct payments of Pillar I, farms were supported through the rural development programs (RD, see EU-regulation No. 1257/99 for the period 2000–2006) as Pillar II payments, which also included payments for organic agriculture [34].

In Austria, agricultural policy follows a similar system as in Germany, but slightly differing in objectives and implementation. In particular, Austria shifted a larger budget share and more programming efforts into the above mentioned RD programs (Pillar II) than other EU member states: In 2005, Austria’s RD program had a budget share of about 58% of the total Austrian agricultural budget, which is significantly higher than the EU’s average of 14% [35]. Besides having a focus on the RD program, the support of organic agriculture within this program is more pronounced in Austria.
Switzerland enacted a number of major reforms to its national agricultural policy: direct payments were decoupled in 1993 and linked to environmental targets by the ‘ecological performance record’ in 1999. This policy regime continued to remain the same until the year 2013 [29]. The decoupled direct payments mainly consisted of general payments and ecological payments. The calculation of the general area payments for each farm were based on various criteria, including the production region and site conditions, and further specific payment top-ups for animals are added. The ecological payments are granted to farms for their environmental services and differ between arable land, extensively used grassland and traditional orchards. Within these payments, a premium for organic farming was paid [6].

Organic farming has been supported in the three countries for more than 20 years, and the share of organic farms has comparatively been increasing over time [36]. There are specific policies supporting organic farming in all three countries. Despite substantial country-specific differences in the policies themselves, the policies converge in their aim to foster the development of organic production [26]. An overview on the support measures are given in Table A1 in the Appendix A.

2.3. Structure of Para-Agricultural Activities in Austria, Switzerland and Germany

Table 1 presents the structure para-agricultural diversification activities of organic farms in the three case study countries. In this table, we counted all activities in all observations in para-agriculture, and thereby distinguished between farms which participate in only one activity (‘specialized’), or which combine at least two activities (‘combined’). In the three countries, most of the farms are focused on one activity in para-agriculture. In Austria (43.7%), a larger share of farms combine different diversification activities. In Switzerland (27.2%) and Germany (21.1%), the share of farms combining different activities is lower, but still remarkable. The data also document the prevailing differences in the specific diversification strategies: Forestry plays an important role, especially in Germany and Austria, and direct marketing is important in Germany, whereas rental services are important in Switzerland.

Table 1. Share of organic farms with specialized or combined ‘para-agricultural’ diversification activities in Switzerland, Austria, and Germany.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>Austria</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 485)</td>
<td>(n = 320)</td>
<td>(n = 251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized 1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>40.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined 2</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 154)</td>
<td>(n = 320)</td>
<td>(n = 251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialized 1</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined 2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 412)</td>
<td>(n = 320)</td>
<td>(n = 251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Services</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renting buildings and machinery</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other para-agricultural activities 3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculation; 1 ‘Specialized para-agricultural farms’ gain >66% of their para-agricultural revenue from one activity; 2 ‘Combined farms’ combine different activities between 33% and 66% of their para-agricultural revenue. We also categorize the ‘combined farms’ according to their most important diversification activity; 3 Other activities include alpine grassland farming, but also sawmills or small farm-dairies. Note: In Table 1, we evaluated the most important activity in para-agriculture in every farm in every year. Column 2 reads as follows: 19.8% of the specialized Swiss farms have forestry as the most important activity in para-agriculture. Column 3 reads as follows: 27.9% of the Swiss farms with different activities in para-agriculture have forestry as their most important activity.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. The Distance Frontier Model

The data are given as joint input-categories but two separate outputs for agricultural production and diversification activities. Taking this data-structure with multiple outputs, we choose the distance frontier framework [37,38]. We accommodate to the different economic, structural and
legal environments in the three countries by estimating a separate distance frontier for each country, followed by a metafrontier, which envelopes the three country frontier [39,40].

Denote with $x_t$ the set of inputs, and with $P(x)$ the output set, i.e., all feasible output vectors $y \in \mathbb{R}^K_+$ given $x_t$. Then, a technology can be described with an output distance function [37]

$$D_0(x, y) = \inf_{y'_p} \left\{ \phi > 0 : \frac{y}{\phi} \in P(x) \right\}$$

for all $x \in \mathbb{R}^K_+$. The distance function $D_0(x, y)$ is nondecreasing, convex and linearly homogeneous in outputs, and decreasing and quasi-concave in inputs. The model is schematically described in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Output distance function with two outputs (see Färe and Primont, 1995 [37]).](image)

The boundary of the output set is equivalent to the production possibility curve. The distance function $D_0(x, y)$ gives the relation of a given output vector ($\overline{OA}$ in Figure 1) to the maximal feasible output with unchanged input mix ($\overline{OB}$).

One challenge in estimating the distance frontier econometrically is that the distance frontier under technical efficiency is equal to one. In our model, we have to consider two types of output, agricultural output ($y_1$) and para-agricultural output ($y_2$). Taking logarithms, we can write our model in a simplified form:

$$\ln D_0 \left( x, \left\{ \frac{y_1}{y_1}, \frac{y_2}{y_1} \right\} \right) = -\ln y_1 + \ln D_0(\cdot)$$

(2)

In $D_0(\cdot)$ describes the relative distance between observed and maximal feasible output with given inputs, which leads to $\ln D_0(\cdot) < 1$. In contrast, the efficiency measure of Farrell describes the maximal radial expansion of an output with inputs fixed (i.e., $TE_{\text{Farrell}} > 1$) [41]. So we can replace $D_0$ by the measure $1/TE_F$:

$$\ln D_0 \left( x, \left\{ 1, \frac{y_2}{y_1} \right\} \right) = -\ln y + \ln \left( \frac{1}{TE_F} \right)$$

(3)

We replace the term $1/TE_F$ by an exponential error-term $\exp(u)$ [38]. For the purpose of simplification, we rescale $TE_i$ as a reciprocal of Farrell’s measure of TE such that $u_i \sim TE_i$ and $TE_i < 1$.

$$\ln D_0 \left( x, \left\{ 1, \frac{y_2}{y_1} \right\} \right) = -\ln y - u$$

(4)
Reformulation and introduction of a white noise error term $v$ brings a form quite close to a stochastic production frontier [42]:

$$\ln y_1 = f \left( \frac{y_m}{y_1}, x_j \right) + v - u$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

$f$ represents the functional form that has to be determined. We started with a translog functional form and we tested for a Cobb-Douglas functional form. The first step is the estimation of group-specific frontier for the groups $G = 1, 2, 3$ which are Austria, Switzerland, and Germany.

The estimation of the parameters of the stochastic frontier model can be based on maximum-likelihood estimates. The first error-term $v_i$ describes stochastic effects that are beyond the farmer’s control and are defined as independently and identically distributed as $N(0, \sigma^2_v)$ [42]. The inefficiency term $u_i$ is a non-negative amount that describes the inefficiency that is under the farmer’s control. This term $u_i$ has a half-normal distribution $u_i \sim N^+(0, \sigma_u^2)$, this assumption allows the estimation of the heteroscedasticity model, which captures the impacts of a set of explanatory $j$ variables $z$ for technical efficiency.

The model is defined as follows:

$$\sigma_u^2 = \exp \{ z_j \rho_j \}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

with $z_j$ as a set of explanatory variables, which explain technical (in)efficiency [43,44]. If the estimated parameter $\rho$ is positive (negative), the corresponding variable has a negative (positive) influence on technical efficiency.

Since we are estimating the efficiency of farms in three countries we apply the stochastic meta-frontier model by firstly estimating group efficiency (TE) within the three countries and then estimating a joint deterministic metafrontier, which envelope the country-frontiers [45,46]. The metafrontier is defined as follows:

$$-\ln y^*_1 = f \left( x^*_j, \begin{cases} y_m \end{cases}, \begin{cases} 1 \end{cases} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

with the outputs $y$ and inputs $x$ of the metafrontier*. The model is a deterministic model, since we already consider stochastic effects in the group-frontiers. The parameters are produced by a linear optimization. In the final estimation of the metafrontier, we use a translog functional form as presented in Equation (10).

The model is a deterministic model and the parameters are produced by a linear optimization. We use two methods to estimate the parameters of the metafrontier, namely (1) the optimization by minimizing the absolute deviation, and (2) the minimization of the squared deviation [45].

The combination of group-frontiers ($G = 1, 2, 3$) and the metafrontier* allows to estimate the general differences in technology, which are captured by the model output, the ‘Meta-Technology Ratio’ (MTR). The MTR describes the technological differences of the group-frontiers used in the three countries to the joint technology (represented by the metafrontier). The total efficiency $TE^*$ is defined as a product of the group- or country-specific efficiency $TE^G$, produced by the distance frontier model and the MTR:

$$TE_{it}^* = TE_{it}^G \times MTR_{it}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

The distance function and metafrontier are estimated using $sfamb$ [47] for OxMetrics 7.1 [48], the metafrontier is simulated by 5000 times bootstrapping to generate estimates of the standard-errors.

Based on the estimation results we can calculate the potential effect of a 1%-increase of para-agriculture, which is usually followed by an adjustment of the optimal input mix of the farms. Following Brümmer et al. (2006) [49], we assume simple static profit maximizing behavior, the resulting optimization exercise involves $\sum m p_m y_m - \sum j w_j x_j$, subject to the frontier technology $D_0 = 1$, where $p$
and \( \mathbf{w} \) are the vectors of product prices and input prices, respectively. The first order conditions of the corresponding with respect to a specific input \( j \) yields \( \mathbf{w}_j x_j = -\lambda \frac{\partial D_0}{\partial x_j} \), where \( \lambda \) is the Lagrangian multiplier. Summing up over all \( j \) first order conditions for the inputs, we have \( \sum \mathbf{w}_j x_j = -\lambda \sum \frac{\partial D_0}{\partial x_j} \frac{x_j}{D_0} \).

The summand corresponds to the \( \epsilon_k, \) the \( j \)th input elasticity of the output distance function \( D_0 \). The summation of the input distance elasticities over \( j \) yields the (negative of the) scale elasticity, \( \epsilon \). The cost share of input \( j \) is defined as \( S_j = \frac{\mathbf{w}_j x_j}{\sum \mathbf{w}_k x_k} \). Substituting the above first order conditions in both numerator and denominator of the cost share definition gives the shadow cost share \( S_j^* \) of input \( k: S_j^* = -\frac{\lambda}{\lambda \sum \frac{\partial D_0}{\partial x_j}} \frac{\partial \ln D_0}{\partial \ln x_j} = \frac{\epsilon_j}{\epsilon} \).

Assuming a static profit-maximization, the adjustment is expressed as the change of the shadow cost shares followed by a relative change in the revenue from para-agriculture \( y_2 \) (Equation (9)):

\[
\frac{\partial S_j^*}{\partial \ln y_2} = \frac{\partial \left( \frac{\epsilon_j}{\epsilon} \right)}{\partial \ln y_2} = \frac{\frac{\partial \ln y_2}{\partial \ln y_2} \epsilon_j - \frac{\partial \ln y_2}{\partial \ln y_2} \epsilon_j}{\epsilon^2}.
\]

In Equation (9), \( S_j^* \) denotes the shadow cost share of input \( j, \epsilon_j \) the input distance elasticity of input \( x_j \), and \( \epsilon \) the scale elasticity.

### 3.2. Data Description and Adjustment

We use bookkeeping data from organic mixed and grassland-Farms in the years 2003, 2004, and 2005. In Germany the data refer to the bookkeeping period from July to June of the following year in the respective years 2003/04, 2004/05, and 2005/06, in Switzerland and Austria the data are organized in calendar years. The German data contains bookkeeping data from 106 farms in Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg, which was provided by Land Data GmbH. The Swiss data is taken from the Farm Accounting Data Network (F.A.D.N.) in Switzerland and contains 213 organic farms. The Austrian data is taken from the voluntarily bookkeeping farm network of the Ministry for Agriculture, Forestry, Environment and Water in Austria (BMLFUW) and contains 244 organic farms.

As 'outliers' we define farms with any input or output value greater than the mean value plus three standard-deviations. This leads to a balanced panel data-set of 1689 observations, outliers are deleted from the data.

In Switzerland, para-agriculture describes activities, which are near to the agricultural production process and make a yearly revenue between 5000 and 250,000 Swiss Francs \[4,5\]. In order to ensure comparability between German, Austrian, and Swiss bookkeeping’s accountancy, rules were harmonized by using the same output-categories: Agricultural output \( (y_1) \) contains all revenues from plant and animal production while para-agricultural output \( (y_2) \) contains revenues from activities closely related to agriculture, such as direct marketing, agro tourism, wine production, services or renting out land, machinery or buildings. Furthermore, we include aggregated payments for organic farming and other ecological objectives in the three countries as ‘environmental payments’ \( (z_2) \). We summarized the remaining types of the agricultural payments as ‘other payments’ \( (z_3) \), which are mainly the per-hectare and per-animal direct payments.

In the Swiss F.A.D.N. data, farm and residential buildings are regarded as part of the farm enterprise, i.e., also the assets and costs of the residential buildings have to be included in the accounting. This unique characteristic of the Swiss data inflates the contribution of para-agricultural output to farm income compared with German and Austrian data. About 52% of the output of para-agriculture stems from artificial rent payments of the farmer’s family to the farm, the remaining 48% of para-agricultural revenue can be interpreted as para-agriculture activities that create farm income. We eliminate this effect from the Swiss data to ensure consistency by subtracting imputed rental payments from the farmer’s family to the farm in order to compensate for all costs that arise from residential buildings.
The data are deflated using the base year 2000 and official price indices from each country. Since trade for inputs and outputs are subject to tariffs between the EU and Switzerland, the exchange-rate might in some cases not fully reflect scarcities or input shadow-prices in Switzerland. Therefore, price adjustments are done for the single inputs and outputs of the Swiss data-set in order to reflect not only the currency exchange but also the diverging shadow-prices for different inputs in Switzerland.

The applied output distance-function is defined as follows:

\[- \ln y_t = \alpha^G_j + \sum_{m=2}^{4} \sum_{k=1}^{4} \sum_{j=1}^{4} \beta_{jk}^{G} \ln x_{jit} + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{m=2}^{4} \alpha_{mj}^{G} \ln y_{ult} \ln y_{ult} + \frac{1}{2} \beta_{t}^{G} \ln x_{jit} + V_{it} - u_{it} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

with the output $y$ with $m = 1$ for agricultural output and $m = 2$ for output from para-agriculture, and the $x$ inputs $j = 1, 2, 3, 4$ for variable costs, capital, labor and land and with $t$ for the year. The parameters $\alpha, \beta, \delta$ are to be estimated. The parameter $\alpha$ describes the contribution of the outputs from para-agriculture to the agricultural output. The parameter $\beta$ describes the impact of the inputs $j$ on the agricultural output. The parameter $\delta$ describes the influence of the interaction of $y_{ult}$ and the inputs $x_{jit}$ on the agricultural output. $\beta_{t}$ represents the technical change over time-periods $t = 1, 2, 3$ in the years from 2003 to 2005.

We assume that farm structure is fixed or quasi fixed in the short run, since labor is a given factor for family farms and the structure of farm-capital cannot be changed without substantial costs of adjustment. Kumbhakar [50] shows that with a completely flexible input choice, endogeneity is one problem to be addressed for the model choice. However, this is not the case for our group of farms and our very short panel data-set. Therefore, we do not apply a model capturing a potential endogeneity. Table 2 presents the summary of statistics:

**Table 2.** Description of the variable used in the model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>1. Switzerland ($n = 639$)</th>
<th>2. Austria ($n = 732$)</th>
<th>3. Germany ($n = 318$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Variables for the production frontier</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output from agriculture ($y_{1}$)</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>46.060</td>
<td>24.862</td>
<td>26.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output from para-agriculture ($y_{2}$)</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>14.854</td>
<td>23.342</td>
<td>12.765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable costs ($x_{1}$)</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>39.245</td>
<td>15.040</td>
<td>20.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital ($x_{2}$)</td>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>11.978</td>
<td>5.086</td>
<td>11.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor units per farm ($x_{3}$)</td>
<td>AVU</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural land ($x_{4}$)</td>
<td>ha</td>
<td>19.55</td>
<td>7.20</td>
<td>21.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Determinants of technical efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share para-agriculture ($z_{1}$)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of environmental payments ($z_{2}$)</td>
<td>EUR/ha</td>
<td>599.0</td>
<td>436.8</td>
<td>455.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of other payments ($z_{3}$)</td>
<td>EUR/ha</td>
<td>1375.0</td>
<td>549.7</td>
<td>277.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-rent per hectare ($z_{4}$)</td>
<td>EUR/ha</td>
<td>502.1</td>
<td>381.4</td>
<td>147.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy for forest-revenue ($z_{5}$)</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy for alpine grassland ($z_{6}$)</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy for forest-revenue ($z_{7}$)</td>
<td>1/0</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum of other payments ($z_{8}$)</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** own calculation. **Note:** 1 In the German data-set we set the output from para-agriculture for 46 observations (14% of the sample) from zero to one EUR, based on the assumption that a German farm uses a minimum level of diversification; 2 In Switzerland and Austria we include a dummy for farms with the use of alpine grassland. Comparable information for Germany is not available. Therefore, we use a dummy for farms above 600 m, which is not exactly the same information, but which however might reflect a similar farm characteristic of producing in locations with lower production potential.

The statistical summary in Table 2 of the data shows a similar farm structure in Austria and Switzerland, in contrast to the farms structures in Southern Germany. Similarities between means can be found for the total output from para-agriculture, labor units per farm, agricultural land and the
animal-units per hectare. The output from agriculture is highest in Southern Germany and significantly smaller in Switzerland and Austria. The relative contribution of para-agriculture \( (z_1) \) is highest in Austria with 34\% of the total farm revenue and moderate in Switzerland with 22\%, but still substantially higher than the share of para-agriculture in the Swiss conventional sector, where the average share is about 3.2\% [19]. The average contribution of para-agriculture in Germany is low in comparison, at roughly 6\% of the total farm revenue.

4. Results

4.1. Production Structure and Efficiency

Table 3 presents the relevant tests that support the choice of the applied model:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Null-Hypothesis</th>
<th>Test-Value</th>
<th>Critical Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLR-test for joint estimation</td>
<td>529.01 **</td>
<td>108.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1: No inefficiency ( \hat{\rho}_j = 0, j = 5, 6, \ldots, 13 )</td>
<td>373.96 **</td>
<td>146.09 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: CD-production function ( \hat{\beta}_j = \hat{\alpha}<em>m = \delta_m = \delta</em>{mj} = 0 )</td>
<td>137.83 **</td>
<td>532.93 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: Linear homogeneity (constant returns to scale) ( \sum \beta_j = 1, \sum \hat{\beta}<em>j = 0, \sum \hat{\delta}</em>{mj} = 0 ) for ( j = 1, 2, 3, 4 )</td>
<td>1069.36 **</td>
<td>2221.47 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: No Heteroscedasticity ( \hat{\rho}_j = 0, j = 1, 2, \ldots, 13 )</td>
<td>392.29 **</td>
<td>253.35 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations. \(^\dagger\): Critical Value for \( H^1 \) according to KÖDDE and PALM (1986) [51], the other critical values are taken from the Chi-squared-distribution. ***/**/* significant for \( p < 0.01/0.05/0.1 \).

We did a joint stochastic frontier estimation of the three groups (countries) and used the likelihood value to test for a joint representation by one SF, which was rejected. In H1, we tested a stochastic production function without an efficiency term, which was rejected. In H2, the functional form of a Cobb-Douglas SF was tested against the more flexible translog form, which was rejected. In H3, we tested linear homogeneity and in H4 we tested the model without the application of the heteroscedasticity model. Both tests were rejected. We found minor problems with regards to the monotonicity requirement for the variables labor and land in Austria, and for labor in Switzerland.

The estimated coefficients for the country specific distance-frontiers and the joint metafrontier for the three countries are presented in Table 4. The first order coefficients \( \hat{\beta}_{1,2,3,4} \) are interpreted as input elasticities to agricultural output \((y_1)\). The coefficient \( \hat{\alpha}_1 \) shows the contribution of para-agriculture \((y_2)\) to total output:

Table 4. Estimated coefficients of the distance frontier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Country Specific Frontier</th>
<th>Metafrontier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Austria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_0 ) Constant</td>
<td>0.2025 ***</td>
<td>0.3218 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( a_1 ) Output para-agriculture</td>
<td>0.1136 ***</td>
<td>0.2965 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\beta}_1 ) Variable Input Costs</td>
<td>-0.6516 ***</td>
<td>-0.6552 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\beta}_2 ) Depreciation (as Capital)</td>
<td>-0.1372 ***</td>
<td>-0.1344 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\beta}_3 ) Labor-Units</td>
<td>-0.0957</td>
<td>-0.0925 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\beta}_4 ) Agricultural Land</td>
<td>-0.1782 ***</td>
<td>-0.0961 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \hat{\beta}_5 ) Technical change</td>
<td>-0.0234</td>
<td>-0.0166</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculation; ‘stochastic frontier analysis using ModelBase (sfamb)’ [47] for OxMetrics 7.1 [48]. ***/**/* significant for \( p < 0.01/0.05/0.1 \). Insignificant coefficients are displayed in grey.
Diversification (Para-agriculture, \(a_1\)) shows a substantial contribution to total output in Austria and a moderate contribution in Switzerland [52]. For Austria, this elasticity (0.30) is in accordance with the revenue share of diversification of 34% (see Table 2). The contribution of para-agriculture in Switzerland is smaller with an estimated coefficient of 0.11. If we assume revenue maximization, revenue share of the outputs should be equal to the output distance elasticities [5,38]. However, for Switzerland, the output distance elasticity (0.11) is substantially below the share of revenues of para-agriculture to total revenues (22%), as in [5]. The estimated output elasticity for para-agriculture is still comparatively high in the organic farming sector: Mamardashvili, Bokusheva and Schmid [5] estimate an output-elasticity of 0.006 for conventional Swiss farms, with a lower output-share of para-agriculture of 3%, which documents the specific importance of diversification in organic farming systems. In Germany, the output elasticity of para-agriculture to total output is low.

Variable input costs (\(\beta_1\)) are by far the most important inputs in the three countries: An increase of variable inputs by 1%, would increase agricultural output by ca. 0.65% in Austria and Switzerland and by 0.47% in Germany. The other parameters show some differences in the production structure: In Germany, capital (\(\beta_2\)) and labor (\(\beta_3\)) contribute 0.23% and 0.31% respectively to agricultural output, whereas the output elasticities of these inputs are substantially lower in Austria and Switzerland. This highlights the importance, especially of labor forces, for German organic farms. In contrast to this, land has a high output elasticity in Switzerland (represented by \(\beta_4\)): An increase of the input land by 1% increases agricultural output by 0.18%, whereas this elasticity is substantially lower in Germany and Austria at 0.11% and 0.10%. Flubacher [7] also found an output elasticity of land of 0.19 for organic dairy farms for the period from 2009 to 2011.

The estimated group technical efficiency (TE\(^G\)), the meta technology ratio (MTR), and the total efficiency (TE\(^*\)) are presented in Table 5:

**Table 5.** Technical efficiency, meta technology ratio and total efficiency of organic farms in Switzerland, Austria, and Southern Germany.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Technical Efficiency (TE(^G))</th>
<th>Meta-Technology Ratio (MTR)</th>
<th>Total Efficiency (TE(^*))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0.7814</td>
<td>0.6873</td>
<td>0.5383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0.7598</td>
<td>0.7497</td>
<td>0.5797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Germany</td>
<td>0.8505</td>
<td>0.6487</td>
<td>0.5567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source:* own calculation. We took the meta technology ratio (MTR)-scores from the second metafrontier model, which minimizes the sum of squared deviations, see Section 3.2.

The technical efficiency scores (TE\(^G\)) are typically interpreted as the individual farm efficiency level relative to their own technology, which is modelled by the stochastic frontier. Organic farms in Southern Germany show the highest efficiency level relative to their own technology, followed by Swiss and Austrian organic farms. The concept of meta-technology ratio (MTR) is interpreted as the difference between the different group (or country) technologies. For the MTR, organic farms in Austria show the most efficient performance, whereas farms in Switzerland and Southern Germany apply less efficient technology compared to the metafrontier. The results for the total efficiency (TE\(^*\)) (Equation (10)) reveal that Austrian farms are the most efficiency across the different technology groups, followed by German farms (TE\(^*\): -2.3%-points) and Swiss farms (-4.1%-points).

If we discuss the estimation results of the country specific group frontier, the estimation shows German farms to be more efficient than Swiss and Austrian farms relative to their country specific technology. However, we need to mention the structural differences between Germany and the two alpine countries Austria and Switzerland (Table 2), which restrict the interpretation of pure TE-results. In addition to this, German organic farms are less diversified than Austrian and Swiss farms.

We calculated the returns to scale (RTS) per farm by including all estimated parameters. The distribution of the estimated RTS-results within the three countries are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Returns to scale (RTS) on organic farms in (a) Switzerland (b) Austria and (c) Germany. Source: own calculation, number of observations in Switzerland: 639, in Austria: 732 and in Germany: 318.

Figure 2 reveals that 86.5% of the German farms produce with increasing RTS. Swiss and Austrian organic farms tend to work with almost constant RTS: 53.8% (CH) and 45.8% (AT) of the farms in the two countries show returns to scale above 1.0. The results indicate a higher probability for structural change in Southern Germany, whereas fewer organic farms in Switzerland and Austria would profit from farm growth. In the high alpine regions of Switzerland and Austria, there seems to be less potential to realize profits from scale effects due to large farm sizes and large factor endowments. Another factor to explain scale differences might be the share of high alpine grassland, which is less productive due to altitude. Organic farms in Austria have an average share of 42% of this grassland type. Even in Switzerland, this grassland type has a share of 11%, and farms with high alpine grassland also show a lower TE (see Table 7 in Section 4.3 below). Both factors support the hypothesis that alpine farms cannot fully compete against lowland farms with high RTS.

4.2. Adjustments of the Input Mix with Increasing Para-Agriculture

The following Table 6 presents the elasticities of inputs subject to changing output of para-agriculture $y^2$ (see Equation (9)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input Cost Share</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>Austria</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate input cost</td>
<td>$-0.038$</td>
<td>$-0.034$</td>
<td>$0.007$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital cost share</td>
<td>$0.027$</td>
<td>$-0.007$</td>
<td>$0.005$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor cost share</td>
<td>$0.016$</td>
<td>$-0.000$</td>
<td>$-0.009$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land cost share</td>
<td>$-0.004$</td>
<td>$0.041$</td>
<td>$-0.002$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculation.

The results show the change in the shadow cost shares of each input following a relative increase in $y^2$ (revenue from para-agriculture) for an average farm in each country. These elasticities are negligible for Germany due to the relatively low initial share of para-agriculture. A marginal increase in para-agriculture would not require a huge adjustment in the organization of an average farm in Germany.

This is different in Austria and Switzerland, where the initial shares of para-agriculture are substantially higher. Both countries share a common feature: Expanding para-agriculture reduces the shadow cost share of intermediate inputs, as they are linked to core agricultural production. Since an increase in para-agriculture necessarily implies a decrease in core agriculture, the overall input use of the average farm becomes less intensive in intermediate inputs. The factors that increase in their shadow cost share differs between the two countries.
In Switzerland, the shadow cost shares of capital and labor increase, because Swiss para-agriculture is dominated by capital and labor intensive activities such as direct marketing, rural tourism, and services (i.e., renting out machinery or buildings, see Table 1). Hence, a farm that expands its para-agricultural production will reduce costs for intermediate inputs in agriculture, and therefore produce less intensively. On the other hand, such a farm will increase capital and labor use, which can be utilized in both agricultural and para-agricultural activities. Therefore, within the farms, there is competition in the use of labor and capital for both agriculture and para-agriculture. On the other hand, economies of scope will be achieved if both factors can be applied efficiently together.

In Austria, an increase of para-agriculture leads to an increase in the shadow cost share of land. Para-agriculture in Austria mainly consists of agro-tourism and forestry, which rely, in particular with regard to forestry, on the availability of land. In contrast to Switzerland, the expansion of rural tourism in Austria seems to be based on additional land. Therefore, with a given input-structure, farms can save some intermediate input costs, and use land less intensively. Capital and labor will decrease.

4.3. Determinants of Technical Efficiency

Table 7 presents the determinants of technical (in-) efficiency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>Austria</th>
<th>Germany</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Share para-agriculture (%)</td>
<td>1.2485 ***</td>
<td>−1.3875 ***</td>
<td>4.3546 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental payments (EUR/ha)</td>
<td>0.4939 ***</td>
<td>0.0660</td>
<td>1.0757 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other payments (EUR/ha)</td>
<td>0.5147 ***</td>
<td>0.2057 ***</td>
<td>0.5420 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of land-rent (EUR/ha)</td>
<td>−0.1244 ***</td>
<td>−0.1345 ***</td>
<td>−0.1305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing forestry activity (0/1)</td>
<td>−0.1110</td>
<td>0.2240</td>
<td>−0.1909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender of farm manager (female = 1)</td>
<td>−0.6409 ***</td>
<td>0.0692</td>
<td>0.7936 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dummy for alpine grassland (0/1)</td>
<td>0.4217 ***</td>
<td>0.0706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altitude-zone of the farm (above 600 m = 1)</td>
<td>−1.0553 ***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land-use intensity (AU/ha)</td>
<td>−2.6836 ***</td>
<td>−0.5481 ***</td>
<td>−0.8835 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of revenue grassland farming (%)</td>
<td>1.6496 ***</td>
<td>−0.5673 ***</td>
<td>−1.1891 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For simplification, not all coefficients of the model are presented.

Source: own calculation with sfamb [48] for OxMetrics 7.1 [49]. ***/**/* significant for p < 0.01/0.05/0.1. Note: 1 The estimated parameters capture the impact on inefficiency. A negative (positive) parameter should be interpreted as positive (negative) impact on TE. 2 For Germany we used a dummy for the altitude level ≥7b, since the data-set does not contain information as to whether the farm would use alpine grassland. Insignificant coefficients are displayed in grey.

The estimated coefficient of 1.25 indicates that with an increased share of para-agriculture, farms’ technical efficiency decreases in Switzerland [5,53]. The result in Germany is even more pronounced (4.35). In contrast, diversification (para-agriculture) increases farm TE for Austrian farms, which can be explained by the economic significance of these activities: the output share of diversification is on Austrian farms an average of 32%. The results of Swiss and German farms confirm the expected effects of diversification: farm diversification comes at the cost of lower technical efficiency in the different production activities. On the one hand, para-agriculture contributes to higher farm revenue and therefore shows a stabilizing effect on the farm. This strategy of diversification could be recommended for risk-averse farmers. On the other hand, farmers have to give up profits from specialization and work at lower TE-levels. The TE-results for Austrian farms suggest that para-agricultural activities are complementary to core production activities, using factors that are underemployed in agriculture (such as the labor force of a partner) by means of diversification activities. This might explain the finding that a high share of para-agriculture increases TE.

Direct payments show a reducing effect on technical efficiency in the three countries, and the environmental payments in Germany and Switzerland also show negative effects on TE. In practice there are multiple options to combine payments for organic farming with other types of agri-environmental payments [54–57], which also coincide with reduced productivity and/or a
reduced yield. Therefore, the TE-reducing effect of high environmental payments per hectare can be partly explained by the combination of different agri-environmental measures. Additionally, especially in Switzerland, higher payment rates can be observed for “steep grassland” or “high alpine grassland”. For some of these features, environmental payments are increased. Hence, environmental payments partly reflect natural disadvantages, which might also explain inefficiency.

The influence of land rent on technical efficiency is positive in Austria and Switzerland and reflects different land quality. Farms with a female farm manager achieve higher TE-values in Switzerland and lower values in Germany. The share of female farmers in the data-set is very low, therefore this result has to be treated with caution. Farms using alpine grassland have lower technical efficiency in Switzerland and Austria. In Germany, farms at an altitude above 600 m show higher technical efficiency. The influence of land-use intensity is positive as expected, which is in line with Lakner, von Cramon-Taubadel and Brümmer’s [43] finding in the case of German organic grassland farms. Specialization (as the share of revenue of grassland-farming) represents the opposite of diversification: farms with a high degree of specialization are more efficient in Austria and Germany, but less efficient in Switzerland.

5. Discussion

The results of our study reveal significant production and efficiency differences of organic farms in Austria, Switzerland, and Southern Germany. In relation to their own frontier, southern German organic farms show a slightly better result (TE: 0.85), closely followed by Switzerland (0.78) and Austria (0.76), which can be explained by the larger technological heterogeneity in both countries in comparison to Southern Germany, where mountain-regions are of minor importance. In contrast, the joint metafrontier is mainly driven by Austrian farms (MTR: 0.75), followed by Switzerland (0.69), and Germany (0.65). The total efficiency is highest in Austria (TE*: 0.58), whereas Germany (0.56) and Switzerland (0.54) lag slightly behind.

The literature reveals that farmers show stronger participation rates in agri-environmental schemes in marginal production regions with unfavorable site conditions, as shown in the case of Austrian farms [58]. In such (in our case mostly alpine) regions, agricultural productivity is comparably low, and farmers are often prepared to increase revenues by making use of agri-environmental payments as comprehensively as possible. Such strategies contribute to a further reduction of agricultural yield potentials—especially if environmental programs are combined. Therefore, farms participating in agri-environmental schemes tend to be even less efficient. This might be true for natural disadvantages as well, since they are incorporated into environmental payments in Switzerland.

Similar model-approaches are described with respect to diversification, as it correlates with the location of the farm [21]. The different site conditions in the three study regions seem to be substantially driving the results. Namely the high values for diversification output, the level of land-rents (indicating soil quality), and the scope of environmental and further subsidies in combination with a lower technical efficiency in Austria and Switzerland.

For future research, it is necessary to better analyze the influence of structural differences on efficiency results across countries. Recent studies suggest to complement productivity analysis with matching, which is an appropriate methodology to cope with such structural heterogeneity and selection bias [59,60]. Therefore, a future task will be to integrate a matching approach into our analysis in order to control the structural differences between the countries.

Para-agriculture in the context of this study is interpreted as one option for farmers to diversify a farm beyond core agricultural production. Similar studies for the conventional sector show that the share of similar diversification activities in Switzerland is lower [5,7], which highlights the importance of diversification in the organic sector. Organic farms are by definition more diverse within their agricultural activities [8,9]. This study documents that the diversification activities beyond core agricultural production (based on the Swiss’ concept of ‘para-agriculture’) are more pronounced, and also provide opportunities for farm income in rural areas. Organic farms are by
nature closer to customers through direct marketing [9], therefore other diversification activities fit to a customer oriented diversification. Our studies also documents that the diversification activities beyond farming are varied in type and extent in the three investigated regions (as in Table 1), with differing consequences for farm outputs and efficiency levels (Table 5) and for input mix (Table 6). Furthermore, diversification is of special importance for Austrian farms, since the share of revenues from diversification has a positive impact on farm technical efficiency, and contributes to a stabilization of productivity and thereby farm incomes.

6. Conclusions

Diversification has to be regarded as a chance for sustainable farming in the Alpine region. In this study, the variable “share of para-agriculture” reflects the multifunctionality of a farm with varied results regarding the impact of diversification activities on agricultural output (i.e., productivity). In Austria and Switzerland, diversification increases agricultural output, which is in turn reinforcing the stability of agricultural production [17]. The data-set does not contain direct information about the potential environmental impacts of diversified farming systems. However, some of the diversification activities are interconnected with public goods and environmental services, such as landscape maintenance or forestry. Other activities like rural tourism foster sustainable consumption. In that sense, diversified organic farming can be seen as an element of sustainable farming strategies for the 21st century [2].

Our results do not clearly recommend diversification as the only economic strategy. The economic impacts of diversification on agricultural output are limited on farms in Southern Germany, where the contribution to total revenue is rather small. Diversification negatively affects the technical efficiency of a farm in Germany and Switzerland, but on the other hand, in Austria diversification contributes to a higher efficiency. These heterogeneous findings show the importance of cross-country studies, since the influences of diversification, particularly on efficiency, are different across countries.

Chavas and Di Falco [18] find incentives for both diversification and for specialization, however with stronger effects of diversification. The results of this study would see advantages of diversification on efficiency and productivity in Austria. Consequently, the more pronounced development of agricultural diversification in Austria might not be astonishing. For Switzerland and Germany, there is no clear answer to the question whether to diversify or specialize, since both strategies bring advantages and drawbacks for farms. Here we find a contribution of diversification to agricultural output that may in the end be outweighed by reduced efficiency in agricultural production, which is in line with the presented literature.

Maintaining agricultural landscapes at marginal production sites is an important objective of agricultural policy [61]. It has been shown that changing economic environments also exhibit an influence on agricultural landscapes [62,63]. Diversification might reduce the risk of farm abandonment in low-productivity marginal regions, and can therefore counteract the loss of open agricultural landscapes as cultural heritage. Our results show that the shadow costs for land (as one input factor) even increase with diversification. Diversification activities on farms in Austria coincide with land use and thereby landscapes. Since landscapes are an important argument for aspects such as rural tourism, diversification is not in contradiction to agricultural land use. This is specifically true for organic farms, since the share of organic farms in the Swiss high alpine regions is significantly higher [7]. For the case of Austria, our results suggest that maintaining typical alpine landscapes as cultural heritage (including moderate agricultural and forestry use) are in line with ‘diversified organic farming systems’ in high alpine regions.

Finally, we can conclude that direct payments coincide with a lower efficiency of the analyzed farms. This result corresponds to the empirical findings in other studies, that coupled payments negatively influence farmers’ decision on input intensities and production program compositions [31–33,64,65]. Coupled payments are still maintained in the CAP after 2013 to a small extent, therefore the results might still contribute to the analysis of actual policies. However, our results also show that payments
reduce farms’ efficiency, even if they are linked to the provision of public goods (with the exception of Austria). This might be a bit surprising, since agri-environmental payments are not directly determining production volume. However, due to its restraining character and links to natural disadvantages, agri-environmental payments have a significant influence on production possibilities, and might therefore also negatively affect farms’ technical efficiency.
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Appendix


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premium for Maintaining Organic Farming on Grassland (EUR/ha)</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
<th>Austria</th>
<th>Baden-Württemberg</th>
<th>Bavaria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grassland Used Twice/Year (&lt;1.5 AU/ha)</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grassland Used Once Per Year (&gt;1.5 AU/ha)</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premium for Maintaining Organic Farming on Arable Land (EUR/ha)</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own presentation from Nieberg et al., 2011 [34]; Ministry for Life Austria [35], Swiss Ministry for Agriculture [57].
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